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UNITED NATIONS ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UNECA)

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP)

Summary Record of the Meeting

Between ECA and UNDP on matters

affecting their co-operation



I. INTRODUCTION

1. The meeting was held at ECA Headquarters Addis Ababa

from 28 to 29 June 1989. It provided a forum for UNDP

Senior Officials led by Mr. H. Bazin, Chief, Office

of the Director and Division of the Regional Programme,

RBA, New York,and Senior Economic Advisor to discuss

with ECA Chiefs of Divisions and relevant Officers,

problematic issues regarding UNDP's co-operation with

ECA in relation to project formulation, implementation,

monitoring and reporting.

In his opening remarks, after being welcomed by the ECA

Executive Secretary, Mr. Bazin underlined that because of the

unique relationship between UNDP and ECA, stemming from the

latter's dual role as Economic Commission and the largest UNDP

executing agency in its own right, it was necessary to highlight

and discuss shortcomings in a candid and constructive spirit

with a view to finding mutual remedies that would contribute

to the attainment of the highest possible degree of co-operation

between the two organisations.

In this context, the

issues of concern to UNDP

UNDP delegation outlined five main

in its co-opera tion with ECA. These

are:-

project

project

regular

between

out by

delays in the preparation of project documents;

delays in the recruitment of project personnel;

delays in the purchase of project equipment;

inadequate financial control over

expenditures;

lack of clearer differentiation

activities and services carried

budget staff in support thereof.

( v )

( i )

(ii)

(iii)

(i v )

A sixth issue concerning delays in management actions on

projects was taken up, inter-alia, for discussion in a separate
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meeting between the UNDP delegation and officals of

Technical Assistance Co-ordination and Operations Office

The summary record of this meeting is attached in Annex I.

ECA expressed its appreciation for the opportunity provided

by the visit of Mr. Bazin and his colleagues to ECA Headquarters,

to discuss problems of the ECA/UNDP long stand ing co-operation.

ECA also intimated its major problems of concern in its dealings

with UNDP. These are long delays in approval of project documents

submitted to it, and lack of support from some UNDP field offices

in the implementation and monitoring of projects located outside

ECA, and falling within their purview as PPRs.

II. ATTENDANCE AND PROCEDURE

A list of the participants is attached in Annex II. The

meeting was chaired by Professor Adebayo Adedeji, United Nations

Under Secretary General and Executive Secretary of ECA.

III. SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON ISSUES RAISED

(i) Delays in project preparation and project approval

No significant technical weaknesses were identifiec

during the discussions on the issue of delays in project

prepara t i on . I twas, nevertheless, noted that lacunae

in the flow of information between the Headquarters

of UNDP and ECA seemed to contribute significantly

to these delays.

For instance, correspondences

from UNDP Headquarters on matters

preparation and finalization of

did not often reach their intended

vice versa.

and communicatio~

relevant to the

project documents

destinations, an-.

To help resolve this constraint, the

recommended that information flow between

meetin;c:

the t.w-.
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to the established channels of communication between

them. These are respectively the UNDP Liaison Office

with EGA and TAGOO.

Nevertheless, in order to facilitate technical

discussions or resolve particular technical problems

on projects, direct communication by way of telephone

or physical contacts between respective UNDP and EGA

project offficers should be encouraged. When this

happens, the established channels of communication

In this respect, a list of project officers would

be exchanged between EGA and UNDP.-
should be duly informed

in order that there will

through a note for the file,

be no hiatus of information.

As regards delays in project approval, EGA was

of the op inion tha t UNDP' s procedural mechanisms for

appraising and approving projects were cumbersome

and tended to prolong approval. The UNDP delegation

explained that these are stalutory procedures

established to ensure that projects approved and funded

by UNDP meet the highest possible standard, and that

if project documents were well prepared, the approval

process should become less time-consuming.

- The delegation emphasized that the quality of- project documents could be a determining factor in

whether projects are approved early or late, and urged

EGA to give due attention to the quality of project

documents.

(ii) Delays in recruitment of project personnel

The main factors identified are as follows:-

(a) Lack of forward planning for the recruitment

of project personnel.
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There was a general tendency I'o r- proj ec t managers to wai t

until projects are approved bef'ore they initiate actions to

recruit personnel. It was recommended that the recruitment

process should be started during the negotiation period so that

as soon as approval is obtained, recruitment would simply be

f'inalized.

-

(b) Internal processing of' recruitment

The UNDP delegation indicated that the time involved

in ECA procedures f'o r- recrui tmen t of' proj ec t personnel

was of' maj or concern to UNDP, and expressed a strong

desire f'or ECA to have its recuritment procedures

examined and improved upon.

-

(cl Low renumeration to consultants/project personnel

Low of'f'er of' remuneration to consultants could

turn away highly suitable candidates and contribute

to delays in recrui tment. Low remuneration could also

possibly have a negative impact on the quality of' project

outputs, if' as a result, not the right calibre of

personnel is attracted. It could also give rise to

under expenditures and have consequencies on delivery

rates. As a result of' poor consultants, time spent

by ECA proj ec t of'fi cers in up-grad ing the quali ty of'

their outputs may also lessen the time devoted to project

management and f'ollow-up actions, and thus contribute

to poor project implementation and perf'ormance.

It was recommended that consultants, irrespective

of' their national origins, should be off'ered standard

levels of remuneration, commensurate with their

in terna tional p r o f'e s s ional stand ing and repu te, in

view of' the competitive nature of the market for

consultancy services, particularly in highly specialized

f'ields. The Executive Secretary directed that the

ECA ACABMQ should examine this issue with a view to
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making necessary recommendations.

(d) Lack of leverage to recruit personnel beyond level

5

The meeting was informed that in view of UN

recruitment procedures ECA has little leeway to recruit

directly personnel beyond level 5. Such recruitment

has to be approved by UN Headquarters and the process

of obtaining the approval could lengthen the time

element.

It was also noted that, unlike specialized agencies

which have, and use, their national offices in the

recrui tment process, ECA has had sometimes to depend

on UNDP offices and its own subregional offices for

assistance in identifying suitable consultants, but

the impact has been less than satisfactory.

-

(e) Delays in purchase of equipment

Similar to delays in recuritment of project

personnel, there is a lack of advanced planning of

purchase of equipment. Purchase procedures should

therefore be initiated timely and not wait until project

documents are approved.

The UNDP delegation suggested that ECA could

look into the procurement practices of other agencies

with a view to drawing lessons from their positive

aspects. ECA took note of this suggestion, bu ;

explained that as far as purchase of equipment ~s

concerned, ECA opera ted wi th in certa in regula tior.s

that limit the amount of purchases that it can contrac~

with an individual supplier.

Notwi thstanding the time involved

processing of purchase orders through

of the Bids and Contracts Committee,

in

the

the

intern~~

mechna t x-.

approv,,~
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process of purchases involving UN

could have the same time effect

of project personnel beyond level 5.

Headquaters approval

as the recruitment

-

(iv)

To help minimize the time factor, the meeting

was informed that it was possible for UNDP offices

to directly undertake purchases of equipment on behalf

of ECA, by virtue of an inter-agency executing

arrangement. Such an arrangement may not require

the use of the Contracts Committee in ECA or UN

Headquarters. The Executive Secretary decided that

the Division for Administration and Conference Services,

in consultation with TACOO and other relevant Divisions

should look into this possibility.

Inadequate financial control over project expenditures

The UNDP delegation expressed concern over the

following:-

- Under-utilization of allotments;

- over-expenditure on allotments;

- expenditure on non-alloted budget lines.

It was recognised that there were difficulties

in exercising close financial supervision and control

as a result of projects being located afield where

expenditures are sometimes incurred without prio~

knowledge and approval of ECA Headquarters. The

above issues would be examined by ECA and appr-op r La t e

measures taken.

To thi send, it was recommended that all proj e c t

financial statements prepared by the ECA Finane'"

section would henceforth be vetted by the Technical

Assistance Co-ordination and Operations office, i~

consultation with the relevant substantive divisions

and/or project directors before their finalizatio~

and submission to UNDP and other funding sources.
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Lack of clearer differentiation

activities and services carried out

staff in support thereof

between project

by regular budge t

Concern was also expressed by the UNDP delegation

on the lack of a clearer differentiation between project

activities, and services carried out by ECA in support

thereof. The delegation explained that such a

distinction would facilitate proper monitoring,

evaluation and financial control of projects.

ECA pointed out that it was not always possible

to have a precise dichotomy between project activities

and services carried out by regular staff in support

of such activities, especially in cases where very

close intimacy exists between the project and the

regular activities of the division. Under such

circumstances, closer and intimate interaction between

project personnel and regular budget staff may sometimes

be inevitable and defy precise delineation.

-
No specific recommendations emerged

disucssions on this issue which ECA,

due note of.

during lengthy

however, took

IV. PROJECT EVALUATION AND TRIPARTITE REVIEWS (TPRs)

The UNOP delegation informed the meeting that a mid

term review of projects financed by UNDP is scheduled to

be completed by November 1989. It, therefore, underlinec

the need for all outstanding progress reports, TPRs and

evaluations to be completed on time.

To ensure that procedures for the conduct of project

evaluations are properly adhered to, the Executive Secretary

of ECA decided that all evaluation missions should be briefed

and debriefed by TACOO.
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ANNEX I

Meeting between UNDP and TACOO

I. The meeting considered the following matters;

(a) Status of outstanding progress and terminal reports,

mandatory, semi-final and final revisions.

(b) Assessment of project accounts of a selected number

of projects;

(c) Channels of communication

(d) Role of the ECA Liaison Office as PPR and its

relationship with TACOO

(e) TPRs and evaluations.

II. Summary of discussions

(i) Status of outstanding progress and terminal reports,

mandatory, semi-final and final revisions

After a reconciliation of list of projects a

documen t on outstanding matters prepared by UNDP

Headquaters was provided and reviewed at the meeting .

It was noted that a number of the outstanding reports

and budget revisions included in that document had

already been prepared and submitted to the UNDP

Headquarters through the UNDP Liaison Office. The

document was therefore revised to show the accurate

position. TACOO undertook to send to UNDP all reports

listed outstanding before the end of July 1989.

(ii) Assessment of project accounts

The UNDP Liaison office had sent a memo to TACOO

pinpointing a select cases of expenditures on non

alloted lines, unutilized allotments, and
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over-expenditures on alloted lines.

A review of the first category, mostly related

to RAF!82!063 IDEP, indicated that it was due to

erroneous accounting imputations. The Finance section,

after consultations on the matter, would make the

necessary corrections.

As regards unutilized allotments, some cases

would be rectified after the necessary amendments

are made with respect to over - expenditures on alloted

budget lines. Others represent situations such as

activities planned during the 2nd half

which commitments are yet to be made.

newly

still

approved

awaited

projects, reporting of

from associate executing

expenditures

agencies,and

of 1989 on

(iii) Channels of communication

The official channels of communication between

UNDP and ECA should be adhered to and respected

at all times.

for the information of the established channels

Project backstopping officers from

and ECA can consult with each other

- technical matters. However, a note for

both UNDP

on purely

the file

of communication would be useful for proper

co-ordination and follow-up actions.

(iv) Role of the UNDP Laison office as PPR and its

relationship with TACOO

There should be close contacts between these

two offices to discuss and resolve common problems

pertaining to any aspect of a project cycle.

haveThe UNDP Liaison office would full

responsibility

required, in

for all obligations and

its capac i ty as Principal

actions

Project
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Headquarters, Addis Ababa.

the UNDP Liaison office to

as PPR.

(iv) TPR' and Evaluations

UNDP Headquarters expects

play its role effectively

The UNDP Liaison

TAGOO, would work

outstanding TRR's

which it is PPR.

out

and

office, in consultation

an appropriate schedule

evaluations for projects

with

for

for

.-

"-

For projects located outside EGA, the UNDP Liaison

office would serve as the channel of communication

between EGA and the relevant UNDP offices (PPR's)

on matters related to the planning and conduct of

TPRs and evaluations.



ANNEX II

List or Participants

ECA Professor Adebayo Adedej i, Uni ted Nations Under-Secretary

General and ECA Executive Secretary;

Mr. Tchouta Moussa, Deputy Exec. Secretary;

Mr. W. Wamalwa, Chier, Administration and Conference

Services Divison;

Mr. A.B. Tall, Chief, TACOO

Mr. L. Sangare, Chief, Economic Co-operation Office

Mr. B. Mutharika, Chier, Internatinal Trade Division

Mr. M. Bongoy, Chief Transport, Communication & Tourism

Division

Mr. M. Sarr, Chief, Industry and Human Settlements Division

Mr. De Graft Johnson, Chief, Statistics Division

Mr. A. Bahri, Chief, Population Division

Mr. P. Mwanza, Chief Natural Resources and Environment

Division

Mrs. Mary Tadesse, Chief ATRCW

Mr. E. Pallangyo, Joint ECA/FAO Agriculture Division

Mr. B. Kasamale, General Services Section, Admin. Conr.

Servo Division

Mr. D.A. Tanoe, TACOO.

-- UNDP Mr. H.L. Bazin, Chief DRP/RBA and Snr. Economic Advisor

Mr. E. Kashambuzi, Deputy Chief DRP/RBA

Mr. Ousmane Silla, UNDP Representative to OAU and Chief,

UNDP Liaision office with ECA

Mr. T. Chivore, Deputy UNDP Representative to OAU and

Deputy Chief UNDP L/O with ECA

Mr. Tadesse Gessesse, Programme Officer, UNDP Liaison

Office with ECA

Mrs. Emebet Workeneh, Associate Programme Officer,
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Main Recommendations

A - Preparation and implementation of projects

(1) ECA would ensure that projects are formulated in accordance with UNDP

guidelines and format for project preparation currently in force.

(2) UNDP would endeavour to ensure the timely approval of projects

(3) ECA will ensure that project management actions are carried out timely

especially with respect to the preparation and submission of progress

and terminal reports, mandatory, semi-final and final revisions, in

accordance with the relevant provisions of the UNDP's Programme and Projects

Manual (PPM)

(4) Lists of current project officers for UNDP-financed ECA-executed projects

would be exchanged between the two organizations.

(5) ECA and UNDP Project officers may directly consult with each other on

technical issues in connexion with the preparation and implementation

of projects. The outcome of such consultations should be recorded by means

of a note for the file for the information of the official channels of

communication between the two organizations - viz the UNDP Liaison Office

with ECA and TACOO

(6) ECA will evaluate its recruitment procedures with a view to making necessary

amendments in order to facilitate the timely recruitment of project experts

and consultants. In this connexion, ECA will review the remuneration of

it offers to project consultants so as to bring it in line with prevailing

standards, in particular UNDP standard rates.

(7) ECA will similarly review its purchasing procedures to ensure the speedy

procurement of project equipment. In this respect, ECA will look into

the possibility of utilizing UNDP field offices for purchases so as to

minimize the delays affecting current ECA procurement actions and

procedures.
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B - Project TPRs and Evaluations

A programme of all project TPRs and Evaluations will be drawn by UNDP

for ECA's consideration.

C - UNDP Liaison Office and TACOO

(1) The UNDP Liaison Office with ECA and TACOO will meet at least once quarterly

to review management actions on projects and undertake appropriate steps

to redress outstanding matters.

(2) The UNDP Liaison Office with ECA will exercise its full functions and

responsibility as Principal Project Representative (PPR) for ECA-located

projects, and serve as an intermediary between ECA and UNDP field offices

for projects of which the latter is PPR.
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

SOCIO-ECONOMIC RESEARCH AND PLANNING OIVISIO~

PROJECT
NUMBER TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN-JULY/89

RATE
OF
IMLPEMENTION
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/82/063 IDEP PNASE IV

RAF/87/156 STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT

JAN.87 DEC.89

JAN.87 DEC.89

TOTAL

772650

368000

"40650

340257

245844

586101

44

67



STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION OFFICE

PROJECT
NUMBER TlTlE

START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
AllOCATlON
AS AT 31JUlY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN-JUlY/89

RATE
Of
IMlPEMENTION
JA~-JUlY/89

RAF/86/051 SHORT-TERM CONSUlTANCES

RAf/88/080 NIAMEY MUlPOC

RAF/87/006 HIGH-lEVEL SEMINARS (ECON.INTEG.COMPONENT)

JAN.86 DEC.89

NOV.88 JUN.89

SEPT.88 OEC.89

TOTAL

297145

175000

190841

662986

191092

103667

294759

64

o

54
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNoP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

INDUSTRY AND HUMAN SETTLEMENTS DIVISION

PROJECT
NUMBER TITLE

START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN-JULY/89

RATE
OF
IMLPEMENTIoN
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/87/067 ARCEoEM PHASE III AUG.88 DEC.91 133000U 322000 24



STATUS OF O~'GOI~G UNOP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

TRA~SPORT COMMU~ICATIO~S A~O TOURISM OIVISIO~

ROJECT
UMBER

TITLE
START
OATE

E~O

DATE
APPROVEO
ALLOCATIO~

AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITME~TS

JA~'JULY/89

RATE

OF
IMLPEMENTION
JA~'JULY/89

AF/84/013 AFRICA~ GAS PIPELJ~E

AF/82/008 COOROINATIO~ U~IT UNTACOA

JA~.87 OEC.89

JA~ .82 DEC. 89

TOTAL

529000

803602

1332602

304429

447180

751609

58

56
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STATUS Of ON-GOING UNOP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

INTERNATION~L TRAOE AND FINANCE DIVISION

PROJECT
""UMBER

TITLE
START
OATE

END
D~TE

APPROVED
~LLOCATION

~S AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN·JULY/89

RATE
OF
IMlPEHENTION
J~N· JUL Y/89

RAF/8S/008 ECC~S J~N.86 DEC.89 49299 28608 58

R~F/88/002 SELECTIVE MANAG.TRAINING ST~TE TRADE ORG.PERS.JAN.88 DEC.89 235208 162000 69

RAF/87/157 SUPPORT TO AF.IN URUGUAY ROUND TASLE NEGO.
(LE~O AGENCY UNCTAD)

JUL.89 DEC.89

TOT~L

31188

315695

o

190608

o
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

JOINT ECA/FAO AGRICULTURE DIVISION

PROJECT
NUMBER

TITLE
START
OAlE

END
OATE

APPROVEO
ALLOCATION

AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS

JAN-JULY/89

RATE
OF

IMLPEMENTION
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/87/132 TRYPANOSOMASIS CONTROLIN THE KAGERA BASIN JUL.88 JUN.89 259462 170000 66
SOME MORE EXP.
RETURNS FROM
ICIPE EXPECTED
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

CABINET OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

PROJECT
NUMBER

TITLE
START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
CO/oIMITMENTS
JAN- JULY /89

RATE
OF
IMLPEMENT ION
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/88/127 MONITORING THE IMLEMNTATION OF UNPAARED JUN.88 DEC.90 308000 67635 22
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNOP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATiON HUMAN RESOURCES &SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

v

o PROJECT
NUMBER

TITLE
START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION

AS AT 31JULY

1989 RATE
COMMITMENTS OF

JAN-JULY/89 IMlPEMENTION
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/88/006 STRENGTHENING CAPAB.OF AFRICAN UNIVERSITIES SEP.B8 FEB.90 369100 53121 14

RAF/89/009 SAPAM AUG.89 DEC.91

TOTAL

226500

595600 53121

UNOP L/O AUTHORIZED
ON 1017/89 TO

SIGN PROOOC.
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

NATURAL RESOURCES &ENVIRONMENT DIVISiON

~O PROJECT
NUMSER

TITLE
START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED

ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN-JULY/89

RATE
OF
IMLPEMENTION
JAN- JULY /89

RAF/87/068 ARCT

RAF/BO/035 ARCSSMRS

RAF/87/125 ARSO

JUN.88 DEC.91

JAN.87 DEC.89

JAN .87 DEC. 91

TOTAL

1153500

69977

348100

1571577

475126

6859

183253

665238

41

1D

53
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

STATISTICS

(,
\ I

user
lBER

TITLE
START
DATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN'JULY/89

RATE
OF
IHLPEMENTION

JAN - JUL Y/89

'/86/058 DATA COLLECTION ON AID FLOWS(LEAD AG.IBRD)

/87/014 HOUSEHOLD SURVEY IN CAPE VERDE

JAN.87 DEC.89

JAN.87 DEC.89

120100

32550

62700

27543

52

85

'/86/052 STATiSTICAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME FOR AFRICA JUL.88 DEC.91

TOTAL

827866

980516

415874

506117

50
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STATUS OF ON-GOING UNDP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

AFRICAN TRAINING &RESEARCH CENTRE FOR ~OMEN

PROJECT
NUMBER

TITLE
START
OATE

END
DATE

APPROVED
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN-JULY/89

RATE
OF
IMLPEMENTION
JAN-JULY/89

RAF/87/042 IMPROVING AFRICAN ~ENS ROLE INFORMAL SECTOR APR.87 DEC.91 ECA 201765 125939 62

INSTRAW 262000 101950 39

TOTAL

ILO 404500

868265

9921

237810

2
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STATUS Of ON'GOING UNOP PROJECTS AS AT 31 JULY 1989

(

PAN AfRICAN DOCUMENTATION &INfORMATiON SYSTEM

OJECT

MBER
TITLE

START
OATE

ENO
OATE

APPROVEO
ALLOCATION
AS AT 31JULY

1989
COMMITMENTS
JAN'JULY/89

RATE
Of
IMLPEHENT ION
JAN'JULY/89

F/56/053 PAOIS PHASE III

F/B8/125 KBO DATA BANK & INfORMATION CENTRE

188/012 PARTICIPATION OF NORTH AfRICAN IN PAOIS

JAN.87 OEC.91

JAN.89 OEC.90

JAN.89 OEC.90

TOTAL

697600

176200

125500

999300

367925

29035

13018

409978

53

16

10




